
Seeing Our Strengths 
Teacher’s Guide

Students will CREATE self-portraits that represent inner feelings. Help students 
consider how design elements can represent their feelings rather than their 
physical appearance.

Using the Who I Am Inside Thinking Sheet, RESPOND to Mia’s video presentation 
and story, as well as the other examples of non-traditional self-portraits on their 
Thinking Sheets. Discuss various ways that people show who they are inside and 
the difference between a self-portrait that shows what you look like versus one that 
shows who you are. 
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I Am a Masterpiece! 
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My family really loves me, and 
they are so proud of everything 
I do. When people see me, 
sometimes they whisper or look 
away. I just want them to be nice 
to me! I believe Down syndrome 
is my superpower, and I like who 
I am and how I’m diff erent. It 
would be so boring if we were all 
the same!

Actor Mia Armstrong’s 
message of self-love is brought 
to life by artist Alexandra 
Thompson in this tender and 
meaningful story.

I am Mia Armstrong, 
and here are three 
things about me:

★ I have Down syndrome.
★ I love to draw.

★ My best friend’s 
    name is Monroe.

Jacket art copyright © 2024 by Alexandra ThompsonJacket design by Elizabeth Tardiff 
Also available as an ebook

MANUFACTURED IN CHINA
Random House  New York

I love to draw. Usually, I draw boxes. 
But today I want to do something special, 

something to show how happy I feel being me.

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 
From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—
Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 

a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy and that we have the power to give it, too.
and that we have the power to give it, too.

Mia Armstrong is a SAG-AFTRA actor, model, and voiceover artist who once declared in a Good Morning Americainterview that Down syndrome was her superpower—and she’s proving that to be true! Mia made history as the fi rst child with Down syndrome to voice a cartoon character on Netfl ix, and she has appeared on The View, MSNBC, and Tamron Hall.Mia is changing the way intellectual disabilities and diff erences are perceived as she fi ghts for inclusion and againstdiscrimination. She is a prolifi c artist who draws and paints daily, and her creativity has inspired Owtside the Box, an apparel company featuring the art of individuals with Down syndrome. Mia lives in California with her parents and brother.

Alexandra Thompson is a Maine-based illustrator and author creating work for picture books, children’s apparel, and magazines. She is the illustrator of A Family for Louie, which she also wrote, and Ben & Emma’s Big Hit by Gavin Newsom, the governor of California. Visit Alexandra online at alexandraco.com.
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Features an author’s note and an 
afterword about Down syndrome.

Advance Readers CopyCopyrighted Material. Do not print, copy, or share
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theme Seeing Our Strengths. Print copies of the two Thinking Sheets: 
Who I Am Inside and Superpower Cape. Provide a variety of art materials 
for these creative challenges–from classic crayons and markers to paint 
brush pens, metallic markers, and Crayola Colors of the World® drawing materials.
In the book I am a Masterpiece, Mia Armstrong shares her personal story of facing challenges, being strong, 
loving individual differences, and celebrating her life with one of her superpowers, Down syndrome.
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• identify and illustrate their personal superpowers,
• embrace individual differences and the special strengths of others,
• explore various ways of responding to people who don’t understand or appreciate them, and
• represent themselves in a metaphorical portrait that shows who they are inside.

Who I Am Inside
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te CreateCreate a self-portrait that represents your feelings rather than your physical characteristics. It might have design elements that represent your interests and what makes you proud.

RespondRespond  to several non-traditional self-portraits by considering how the artists represent their feelings. 

Close your eyes and explore who you are inside. Notice what shapes, colors, and designs come to mind 

when you focus on how you feel.
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SEEING OUR STRENGTHS

I Am a Masterpiece! Text copyright 2024 by Mia ArmstrongIllustration copyright 2024 by Alexandra ThompsonRandom House LLC
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My family really loves me, and 
they are so proud of everything 
I do. When people see me, sometimes they whisper or look 

away. I just want them to be nice 
to me! I believe Down syndrome 
is my superpower, and I like who 
I am and how I’m diff erent. It 
would be so boring if we were all 
the same!

Actor Mia Armstrong’s message of self-love is brought 
to life by artist Alexandra Thompson in this tender and 

meaningful story.

I am Mia Armstrong, and here are three things about me:
★ I have Down syndrome.

★ I love to draw.
★ My best friend’s     name is Monroe.

Jacket art copyright © 2024 by Alexandra Thompson

Jacket design by Elizabeth Tardiff 
Also available as an ebookMANUFACTURED IN CHINARandom House  New York

I love to draw. Usually, I draw boxes. 
But today I want to do something special, 

something to show how happy I feel being me.

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 

Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—

Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—

a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 

a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 

and that we have the power to give it, too.

and that we have the power to give it, too.

Mia Armstrong is a SAG-AFTRA 
actor, model, and voiceover artist who 

once declared in a Good Morning America

interview that Down syndrome was her 

superpower—and she’s proving that to be 

true! Mia made history as the fi rst child 

with Down syndrome to voice a cartoon 

character on Netfl ix, and she has appeared 

on The View, MSNBC, and Tamron Hall.

Mia is changing the way intellectual 
disabilities and diff erences are perceived 

as she fi ghts for inclusion and against
discrimination. She is a prolifi c artist who 

draws and paints daily, and her creativity 

has inspired Owtside the Box, an apparel 

company featuring the art of individuals 

with Down syndrome. Mia lives in 
California with her parents and brother.

Alexandra Thompson is a Maine-

based illustrator and author creating 
work for picture books, children’s apparel, 

and magazines. She is the illustrator of 

A Family for Louie, which she also wrote, 

and Ben & Emma’s Big Hit by Gavin 
Newsom, the governor of California. Visit 

Alexandra online at alexandraco.com.
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Features an author’s note and an 
afterword about Down syndrome.
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PresentPresent your portrait to others. Prepare an oral presentation that describes your art and explains the feelings you were representing and the decisions you made about the colors, shapes, and design elements. 

Note for teachers and parents:For more creative inspiration and hands-on explorations go to Crayola.com/CreativityWeekTo share student artwork on social media please post using #CrayolaCreativityWeek

ConnectConnect your experiences with those that Mia describes in the video and book. How do the similarities and 

differences in classmates’ art connect to the insight that each person has specific interests and needs? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES–Students will:

CONNECT their experiences with those that Mia describes in the video and book. Help students explore the 
similarities and differences in classmates’ portraits. Have a class discussion that connects the portraits with 
insights about each person’s specific interests and needs. Focus on how the class is a micro-community where 
trust and acceptance are connected to kindness and respect. 
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Students will PRESENT their art in interesting ways—
including sharing with families during school visits. 
Artwork can be displayed on a classic bulletin board; 
or you can help them look up to themselves and 
their peers by hanging the portraits on the ceiling or 
an overhead clothes line. 
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Teacher’s Guide

©2023 Crayola

Using the Superpower Cape Thinking Sheet, RESPOND to Mia’s 
explanation of her superpowers and the suggestions she has for handling 
challenging situations. Ask students what they think it means when 
Mia says, “my real superpower is that mean words bounce off my super 
shield” and “I don’t care what doo-doo heads say or think about me, so 
they have NO power over me!” Ask them to apply those insights to their 
personal challenges and consider how their personal superpowers bring 
them strength. 
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ConnectConnect the ways that Mia stands up for herself with ways you can be your own best advocate. When people are unkind consider several ways you could respond. Then plan your words and actions to help build understanding and respect. 

PresentPresent your cape. Stand proud and feel the special powers as you describe what the words and designs represent, why these are important to you, and how you feel. 

Superpower Cape

CreateCreate a cape for yourself that shows your superpowers. Start by sketching yourself standing proudly with a cape flowing off of your back. Add words, symbols, and design icons that represent your superpowers. Choose words that remind you of your unique strengths and place them on the cape with a variety of letter fonts, shapes, and colors.
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SEEING OUR STRENGTHS

Creativity Connects Us 
Thinking Sheet

©2023 Crayola

Describe your superpowers.Describe your superpowers.
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My family really loves me, and they are so proud of everything I do. When people see me, sometimes they whisper or look away. I just want them to be nice to me! I believe Down syndrome is my superpower, and I like who I am and how I’m diff erent. It would be so boring if we were all the same!
Actor Mia Armstrong’s message of self-love is brought to life by artist Alexandra Thompson in this tender and meaningful story.

I am Mia Armstrong, and here are three 
things about me:

★ I have Down syndrome.
★ I love to draw.

★ My best friend’s 
    name is Monroe.

Jacket art copyright © 2024 by Alexandra Thompson
Jacket design by Elizabeth Tardiff Also available as an ebookMANUFACTURED IN CHINARandom House  New York

I love to draw. Usually, I draw boxes. But today I want to do something special, something to show how happy I feel being me.

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 
Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—

Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—
a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 

a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 
and that we have the power to give it, too.

and that we have the power to give it, too.

Mia Armstrong is a SAG-AFTRA actor, model, and voiceover artist who once declared in a Good Morning America
interview that Down syndrome was her 
superpower—and she’s proving that to be 
true! Mia made history as the fi rst child 
with Down syndrome to voice a cartoon 
character on Netfl ix, and she has appeared 
on The View, MSNBC, and Tamron Hall.
Mia is changing the way intellectual disabilities and diff erences are perceived 

as she fi ghts for inclusion and againstdiscrimination. She is a prolifi c artist who 
draws and paints daily, and her creativity 
has inspired Owtside the Box, an apparel 
company featuring the art of individuals 
with Down syndrome. Mia lives in California with her parents and brother.

Alexandra Thompson is a Maine-based illustrator and author creating work for picture books, children’s apparel, 
and magazines. She is the illustrator of A Family for Louie, which she also wrote, 

and Ben & Emma’s Big Hit by Gavin Newsom, the governor of California. Visit 
Alexandra online at alexandraco.com.
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Features an author’s note and an afterword about Down syndrome.
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RespondRespond  to Mia’s explanation of her superpowers and the suggestions she has for handling challenging situations. What are some of the challenges you face and how do your superpowers bring you strength?

I Am a Masterpiece! 
Text copyright 2024 by Mia ArmstrongIllustration copyright 2024 by Alexandra ThompsonRandom House LLC

Note for teachers and parents:For more creative inspiration and hands-on explorations go to Crayola.com/CreativityWeekTo share student artwork on social media please post using #CrayolaCreativityWeek

Seeing Our Strengths 
Teacher’s Guide
CREATIVITY CONNECTS US

Note for teachers and parents:
For more creative inspiration and hands-on explorations go to Crayola.com/CreativityWeek
To share student artwork on social media please post using #CrayolaCreativityWeek
We can’t wait to see what they create.

If students have difficulty identifying their superpowers, remind them of observations you have made 
about their personal strengths, such as their kindness, imagination, can-do attitude, leadership qualities, 
listening skills, patience, and respectful ways of interacting with others. Some questions that could help 
them articulate their superpowers could include, “where are your strengths?” “what are you proud of?” 
“what words do family and friends use to describe you?” and “if you were a character in a story how would 
the author describe your personality and abilities?”

CONNECT the inspirational messages of the book and video with children’s social and emotional learning.  
Ask them to reflect on times when people were unkind or something didn’t go right and to think of how they 
could use their superpowers to face those challenges. 
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Students will PRESENT their capes in interactive ways. They could share their work as pairs—with a partner 
introducing their peer’s art and describing the superpowers. Or host a dramatic presentation in small 
groups or to the full class by having the presenters wear a large towel or sheet draped over their shoulders 
as they hold their artwork and describe their superpowers.

Students will CREATE personal capes that are designed to showcase their superpowers using words, 
symbols, and design icons (for example, musical notes, handshakes, a radiant sun, etc.). Before students 
start their sketches, have a class discussion about how colors, shapes, lines, shadows, repetition, 
harmony, variety, contrast, and handwritten lettering styles help to convey the meaning of words. 
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After students have completed these activities ask them to describe what they learned from Mia’s story and 
how her insights pertain to their personal experiences, sense of self, and respect for others.re
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